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Abstract

Autonomous mobile entities are playing an ever increasing role in our everyday
lives. When such entities operate in the same environment, they need to coordinate
their behaviour in order to ensure system-wide safety constraints. As these entities
are mobile, they can only communicate over wireless (possibly ad hoc) networks. In
wireless networks, however, communication is unreliable, therefore consensus-based
coordination cannot be applied. This means that entities need to take decisions
independently, while having access to only limited information.

This short paper describes an approach for entities to coordinate their behaviour
without needing to reach a consensus. This approach is based on the notion of
responsibility, which allows the duty of ensuring the safety constraints to be dis-
tributed over entities. We de�ne the responsibility condition formally, and give an
intuition as to how it can be used to by autonomous entities to coordinate their
behaviour.

1 Introduction

Progress in the miniaturisation of computing devices, wireless communication, and sens-
ing technology are encouraging the deployment of autonomous mobile entities in our
everyday environment. Examples of such entities include automated guided vehicles [1]
and mobile service robots [7]. To ensure safe operation, such entities need to coordinate
their behaviour in real-time both with each other and with their environment in order to
ensure that system-wide safety constraints are respected.

Entities typically coordinate their behaviour by agreeing on a set of actions or on
a common view of their environment. As these entities are mobile, however, they can
only communicate over wireless (possibly ad hoc) networks, where communication, and
in particular real-time communication is highly unreliable and the achievable performance
varies greatly over time and location [3]. Distributed consensus, however, is not solvable in
the presence of an arbitrary number of communication failures [6]. Therefore consensus-
based coordination approaches cannot be applied and entities need to take decisions
independently, while having access to only limited information.

Our approach relies on the observation that often, entities do not need to agree on
their view of the world or their actions to ensure safety constraints, but that instead
some entities can take responsibility for ensuring them independently. For example, an
entity could delay taking an action that might violate the safety constraint. Unless the
coordination problem is trivial, ensuring the safety constraints must hinder the progress
of such entities, for example, by delaying a desired action. The coordination problem then
becomes a problem of how to ensure that, at any time, in every group of entities whose
states might violate a safety constraint, at least one entity ensures that they do not. We
call this entity a responsible entity, and this condition the responsibility condition.

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 formalises the coordination problem,
and Section 3 de�nes the notions of responsibility and entity compatibility, and uses
these notions to de�ne the responsibility condition. Finally Section 4 discusses how the



responsibility condition can be used to coordinate the behaviour of entities, and how it
can be ful�lled. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Model and the Coordination Problem

In this section, we de�ne the system model and formalise the coordination problem. Safety
constraints typically include constraints on the actions of entities and on their state. One
of the particularly relevant parameters for mobile entities is the relative positions of
entities, and in particular the distance between them. For example, an emergency vehicle
only needs to coordinate with cars that are on the same stretch of road. This section
introduces a formalism to express safety constraints and to de�ne exactly which states of
a set of entities violate the stated constraints.

2.1 System model

The system model consists of a �nite but a priori unknown collection of autonomous mo-
bile entities operating in the same environment. These entities coordinate their behaviour
by communicating over a wireless network. Messages can be lost or delayed. We do not,
however, consider the possibility of the entities themselves failing.

2.2 Scenario, modes and states

A scenario encompasses a set of entities of types E1, E2, .., En and a safety constraint.
For example, when considering the scenario of an emergency-vehicle warning system, the
entity types might represent cars and emergency vehicles. A possible safety constraint for
this scenario may be that no emergency vehicle should collide with any car (for simplicity,
interactions between cars and between emergency vehicles are not considered in this
scenario but can be modelled using the same techniques). In this de�nition, a scenario has
a single safety constraint; if the interaction of the entities of a scenario must ful�l several
safety constraints, either several scenarios can be de�ned, or these safety constraints can
be linked using a logical conjunction.

The behaviour of an entity depends on its type, and is de�ned by a set of modes of
operation, termed simply modes, that describe the actions it can take, and the transition
rules between these modes. Modes should be de�ned so that an entity is always in one of
its modes, i.e., transitions between modes are assumed to be instantaneous. For example,
given the maximum speed of an emergency vehicle vmax, and an increasing set of speeds
{vi}i∈[1,p] with vp = vmax, the modes of emergency vehicles can be de�ned as: stopped,
{going_at_vi, accelerating_to_vi, braking_to_vi-1}i∈[1,p]. Similarly, the behaviour
of a car can be modelled with the modes travelling, getting_out_of_the_way, and
out_of_the_way.

The situation of an entity at a given time is described by its state which is made up
of a number of state variables: the entity's mode, position and possibly some application-
speci�c information. The (current) mode of an entity describes the action(s) that this
entity is currently undertaking, while an entity's state describes its current situation,
including its position. Modes can therefore be used to predict state evolution. For
example, the state variable �position� of a car will remain constant as long as it is in the
mode stopped. In the example, the states of both emergency vehicles and cars can be
de�ned as combination of their mode, location, current speed and direction.

2.3 State compatibility

The states (se1 , se2 , ..., sem
) of a �nite set of entities {e1, e2, ..., em} are said to be com-

patible if the safety constraint is not violated when the entities are simultaneously in
these states. This relation is denoted as Cs(se1 , se2 , ..., sem). For example, the states of an



emergency vehicle and a car are compatible if they are far enough away. Also, the state
of a car that is o� the road is compatible with the state of any emergency vehicle.

2.4 Expressing the safety constraints

The safety constraints can be expressed as a conjunction of incompatibilities between
states, including constraints on the relative distance of entities (denoted
distance(position1, position2)). For example, the safety constraint that no emergency
vehicle should collide with any car can be stated as: for any state scar of any entity of
type "car� and any state sev of any entity of type �emergency vehicle�,

Cs(scar, sev) i� q
(
(distance(scar.position, sev.position) < d)∧

(sev.mode 6= stopped) ∧ (scar.mode 6= out_of_the_way)
)
.

This expresses the fact that the safety constraints will not be violated if a car and an
emergency vehicle are further than d apart, or the emergency vehicle is stopped, or the
car is out of the way of the emergency vehicle.

Using this high-level and implementation-independent formalism, the coordination
problem can be expressed as, at any time, the states of all the entities of a scenario must
be compatible.

3 The Responsibility Condition

This section presents the responsibility condition, the core of our approach to coordina-
tion. First the notion of responsibility is introduced, then entity compatibility is de�ned,
and is used to de�ne the responsibility condition.

3.1 Responsibility

Our approach to coordination relies on the idea that for every set of entities whose states
might violate the safety constraints, at least one of the entities needs to ensure that it
does not occur. We say that this entity is responsible for ensuring the safety constraint.

Note that the responsibility for the di�erent incompatibilities that make up the safety
constraint can actually be attributed to di�erent entities, but to simplify the explanation
we will assume that responsible entities are responsible for the entire safety constraint in
the following.

3.2 Entity compatibility

A set of entities {e1, e2, ..., em} are compatible, denoted Ce(e1, e2, ..., em), if all states
{s1, s2, ..., sm} in which these entities can be are compatible. For example, the states of
two or more entities of type car will never violate the safety constraint stating that cars
and emergency vehicles should not collide, so these entities are compatible. (If all entities
are compatible, the coordination is trivial.)

3.3 Responsibility condition

The responsibility condition states that for any set of entities whose state might violate
the safety constraint, at any time, at least one entity must be responsible (to ensure that
it does not happen). If we de�ne the predicate

R(e, t) : entity e is responsible at time t ,

then the responsibility condition can be expressed as

∀m,∀e1, e2, ..., em, qCe(e1, e2, ..., em)⇒ ∀t |{ei : R(ei, t)| ≥ 1 .



This approach only caters for a class of applications for which some entities can, indepen-
dently of other entities, take some actions to ensure that the safety constraints will not
be violated. While this criteria restricts the domain of application, we found that many
applications �t into this category. For example, for many mobile entities, it might be suf-
�cient to stop to ensure that safety constraints are not violated. Similarly, it is su�cient
for a pedestrian tra�c light to remain green to ensure that no cars will go through a red
light (though during that time, pedestrians will not be able to cross the road).

4 Using the responsibility condition

This section �rst discusses how the responsibility condition can be used for the coordina-
tion of autonomous mobile entities, and then how it it can be ful�lled.

4.1 Coordinating using the responsibility condition

While the responsibility condition holds, there will be at least one responsible entity in
every set of entities whose states might violate the safety constraint. To cater for the
possibility of having several responsible entities, the way in which responsible entities
guarantee that the safety constraints are not violated must be conservative, i.e., several
entities must be able to take this action simultaneously. Consider, for example, that a
car stops before entering a four way junction to let vehicles from another direction pass
through the junction. If the vehicles approaching from all directions adopt the same
strategy, the safety constraint that only cars coming from one direction should cross the
junction simultaneously will still be ensured (though no car will progress through the
junction). Similarly, if two emergency vehicles send messages to warn vehicles to get out
of their way, they might both receive messages from one another, and get out of each
other's way, which will be safe.

As discussed above, responsible entities must be able to ensure that the safety con-
straints will not be violated. This will depend on the action they are taking, or, as de�ned
in 2.2, their mode. For responsible entities to make progress, they need to take actions
that could potentially violate the safety constraints. They can only take such actions when
they can communicate with other entities to warn them, which corresponds to a transfer
of responsibility. This requires entities to have access to some feedback on the currently
available state of communication. Such feedback can be provided by mechanisms such as
collision detectors [2], but also communication models such as the space-elastic model [5].

4.2 Ful�lling the responsibility condition

Ensuring the responsibility condition is similar to the classical distributed systems leader
election problem [4], except that instead of aiming to have at most one leader, the problem
is to have at least one responsible entity. Intuitively, this problem is easier as when an
entity A is transferring responsibility to an entity B, entity A can remain responsible until
it �nds out that B has received the message and is responsible.

The role of an entity is de�ned with respect to an interaction, as in object-oriented
software engineering [8]. By default, entities only have a single (default) role, but if a
safety constraint refers to several entities of the same type, they are distinguished by their
role. So, for example, if the safety constraint in a scenario with autonomous cars states
that two cars must not collide, then cars might be distinguished depending on their role:
'following' or 'leading', which depend on their relative positions.

Our approach assumes an initial partition of responsible entities so that, initially, the
responsibility condition holds. Responsibility can be attributed initially to entities of
certain types or to entities in certain roles. For example, emergency vehicles might be
responsible to ensure that they do not collide with cars or cars might be responsible for



ensuring that no other car collides into them from behind, so cars in the leading car role
are responsible for possible state incompatibilities with cars behind them.

The responsibility condition is then maintained by having responsible entities transfer
their responsibility to other entities before they take actions that could violate the safety
constraint.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we de�ned the responsibility condition, an alternative to consensus for the
coordination of autonomous entities. We then gave an intuition about how autonomous
entities can coordinate their behaviour using the responsibility condition. Note that, while
it requires that entities have feedback about the current state of communication, and that
in these conditions consensus might be solvable, there might be communication models
in which the responsibility condition is solvable, while consensus is not. In addition,
and more importantly, because with the responsibility condition communication is not
required to ensure the safety constraint, but only to make progress, it is particularly
suitable for coordination with real-time requirements, as is often exhibited by autonomous
mobile entities.
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